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Minimal ex-library processing, appears that front wrapper was detached at one time, major clear library tape repair to spine now faded, light fading edges and wrappers, bit of light soiling including faint impression of water glass rear wrapper, very light toning of text pages, few instances of light creasing and soiling
noted on a few pages.
Trade Paperback Original Very Good
+ in Good wraps. Some

slight rubbing to top of
spine. Cover shows age, is
worn along spine, clear layer

is peeling on spine. Front
bottom corner has fold, corners
curling slightly. Pages yellowing, pv
owner’s info ff. Text clean,
in French. Book is in very good condition. Standard used condition. This softcover is in good condition no rips or markings or stains. Mass market paperback - in French - has remainder mark on bottom edge but looks near new otherwise —This is a description of the exact book we are selling.
We do not bulk load our listings: Our descriptions are based on individual examinations of each book; giving you the information you need to make an informed purchase. We process orders quickly, pack w/care & ship immediately. — And, please excuse the typing/spelling errors, listing lots of books individually
and as fast as possible
results in lots of typing
errors. Clean. Good sturdy binding.

Two inch coffee stain on
bottom of text block. No
other writing, stamps or marks

noted. A decent once read
copy with no inscriptions. A
good lightly used copy. This
book is brand new and
unread, may have very minimal edge rubbing. book in good used condition, chipped edges, marginalia.

Several creased corners to pages. May contain remainder marks. Good to VG condition with small mark on edge. Clean & bright w/light foxing on rear, very little wear. Innards clean & tight w/ comment
on 1st. title. Light browning
and scuffing to covers. Book
shows general light wear with

a bump to spine, foxed
page edges, and previous owner
name to flyleaf. Paperback in

near new condition except for
faint discoloration through age. Unread.

No Jacket. book in acceptable
used condition, chipped edges, marginalia,
highlighting. Unknown Binding. Book Condition: Good. Second printing Item has several minor flaws or a significant flaw, such as writing in the text. Light wear and faint browning to spine and wraps, ink name on front wrap, ink notes on title page, ink underlines to introduction. Book is in excellent
condition: very minor wear on
cover, all else is excellent.
Interior appears very gently read,
if at all. Good - Cheap
Worn Reading Copy. Creased spine.
Soiling to wraps. text block
beginning to separate. Some creasing,
slight soiling to laminated wraps;
light foxing to edges. Previously
read, moderate to light wear.
Corner curling on the back cover bottom. Some soiling to the bottom edge. Ink line on page 14 to the side of the text. Soft cover good light wear front cover corner bent different cover than shown. Soft Cover. Book

Condition: Near Fine. Remainder mark. Rubbing/edgewear. Tight, clean, unread
copy. Some wear around edges, text clean & unmarked, packaged carefully, sent same day with free tracking. Rubbing to corners, browning and wear to wrap edges. Light general wear, but a nice, clean, tight book. Fast shipping. Binding is PAPERBACK.

Book Condition: Good. Dust Jacket Condition: No Dust Jacket. Brand
new, never opened. Righthand edge of book covers slightly discolored. Slight yellowing at edges of pages. Paperback, ex-library, with usual stamps and markings, in fair condition suitable as a study copy. The page-edges are slightly marked, and there is very unobtrusive wear to the back cover, but the text is
clean and the binding tight.
Paperback, spine faded. Light yellowing
Very Good soft cover. Odd

photo of a fat man
on cover. Underscoring &/or
marginalia thru p. 134 (of
532); after that, no markings;
spine and cover, v. good.

Glossy pictorial mass-market size paperback,
Near FINE with no defects

Pages toning, a couple underlined spots, else clean, serious whack-ass shit. A real nice copy written in “French” text. One
tiny crease on back panel,
the usual acidic paper browning,
a clean, tight, copy. Very

well-preserved copy despite some
fading. Softcover, cheaply made and
pages are heavily browned, but

usable. New, unread, not a
remainder and written completely in

French, the pristine textblock of
this as new mass market
paperback is entirely clean, tight, square and carries no highlighting, underlining or marginalia. The pictorial covers are entirely clean, bright, uncreased and show only the most minor edge and corner bumping. Moderate dust jacket wear (scuffed, discolored & clipped). Writing inside cover. Binding is tight. Moderate cover wear. Some age
browning to pages. Book has only minor reading wear; binding is square and tight; text is clean and unmarked. Some shelf wear, edge wear. Small chip to top of spine.

Very good stiff wraps with strong square spine and clean highly illustrated text throughout. Very nice, strong, clean copy with
minimal signs of use. Not
Very solid and clean soft

cover, no marks at all.
Some browning to edges; a
very good, large copy, edges
totally uncut, in later half
cloth, the original printed wrappers
bound in. Binding is paperback.
Book Condition: near fine trade
paperback, not 1st printing. Written in French, Book in Great Shape. Brilliant, a few indentations to front and a couple of small creases to back, other than that in good condition. Soft Leather Cover. Book Condition: VG-/Ex Lib. Dust Jacket Condition: No Dj. Usual library markings. Inside is clean
and tight. This is a
decent copy with moderate wear,
handling and tanning. A solid

used book, well-suited to be
read again. Shows some signs
of wear, and may have

some markings on the inside.
Later printing Fine and bright

wraps with strong spine and
no creasing anywhere. Fresh text.

Dust Jacket Condition: Unknown. Brand new, unopened and unmarked. A survivor, intact, all art present,

and offered as a reading copy only. White wrappers with black lettering. All edges and corners of lightly soiled wraps
softened; superficial scratches and scuffing.
Book Condition: Fair. No Jacket.
Book in fair condition, edges

slightly soiled, chipped edges, marginalia, highlighting. Front and back cover
show very little signs of

shelf wear, but some discoloration.
Binding is tight and pages

are clean. Book Condition: Near
Very Good. Paperback. Paper-back with
is HB. Hardback, Good/Dust
Jacket Fair, light edge rubbing,
light dj soil, light dj

chipping, xlib with usual xlib
distinctions, moderate pages yellowing. Book
Description: Paperback. Book Condition: Brand

new, Perfect condition. Book Condition:

Book Condition: Owner name/date
Else Fine. Book Condition: Very
Fine. Hardback Tear on Jacket
Near Spine and Top Front/
Slightly Soiled. Book Description: Paperback.

Book Condition: Brand new, Perfect
condition. Book is Near Fine,
with just a slight curl
to covers, else all Very
Clean, Bright. Former owner’s small
blind-embossed name stamp in the
upper right corner of the
title page; ink acquisition notation on rear free endpaper. Front cover has detached, and is heavily chipped along edges. Red-orange boards and spine; gilt lettering. Light shelfwear. Text is clean and binding is tight. Jacket is rubbed; 3-cm tear along lower rear jacket spine hinge. A wonderful copy with some
minor edgewear to the cover.
Book Condition: Unused - Excellent. Near fine with slight handling soil.

Decent cover, Clean text, Good Binding, may have some cover and / or edge wear. Very good condition with light shelf wear to covers. Pages clean & tight. Softbound Near fine. Minor yellowing to page edges.
Wear to cover - stains to
cover and page edge - creases
to binding - tanned pages - otherwise

a fine reading copy - nice
dition. This copy is absolutely
Fine; the dustwrapper, however, is

worn and soiled with nicks
and tears. hardcover; No notes/

hiliting; No dustcvr; Clean pgs;
No dog-ears; Strong binding.

Greyish white wrappers printed in red & green. Head of
edge wear and creasing of
covers. Past owner’s name/address
on title page. Original green
cloth. Small spot on front
free endpaper, Very Good in
Very Good Plus Dust Jacket

with a few tiny edge
tears. A very tight clean
copy with slight darkening of
pages (as usual with this
title due to paper), else
fine in a very near
fine dust jacket with just

a hint of superficial dust/
soil. A great copy. Original
card covers with glued in
dustwrapper as issued. Printed in
black on yellow paper. Small
corner crease to the bottom
of the back endsheet and
small touch of soiling to
the top. Soft Cover. Book
Condition: Very Good. Hardback with

D/J, medium size, black
& white plates, bibliography, a
good used copy, very slight
cockling to top front of
first few pages. Copy has
ever so slight bumping of
endspines and upper corners with
a DUST JACKET showing smudged panels and spine with very minor chipping at endspines and back panel corners. Binding is Hardback. Corner bumped else good in worn and soiled and torn. Very good paper wraps with some sunfading around spine and edges. Very Good with no dust jacket. Remnant of
dustjacket laid-in. Plastic cover protecting the book is rubbed, scratched, missing sm. Pieces, torn & tightly soiled, book vg. Upper fore-edge corners moderately bumped; a very nice copy. Book Description:

Paperback. Book Condition: Brand new, Perfect condition. Very Good+ copy in original printed wrappers. Hardcover in plastic dust jacket Small
tear to plastic dust jacket.  
One underline to title page.  
Otherwise, no markings. Hard Cover.  

Book Condition: Near Fine. Dust 
Jacket Condition: Very Good. Fine 
but for a touch of 

edgewear, and prev. owner name, 
in jacket with more noticeable 

wear at edges and folds.  
Still a nice copy. Good
with edge torn dw. Negligible scuffing of the corners. Green cloth in very 60's dustwrapper.

Wrapper a bit rubbed, otherwise very good. Wraps, close to fine. In gray paper wrappers with red and black title print to spine and front board. Interior clean and bright. A Fine copy in Near
Fine dustwrapper w/ 2 short
closed tears. Hardcover. Cloth. White
wrapped boards with black, decorative

and folk inspired illustrations on
cover and along spine. Cover
shows some soiling from age

and light wear to spine
ends. Owner’s inscription on flyleaf.

Inside, discoloring to front and
rear pastedowns, but otherwise, a
pretty, letter-pressed edition. Some markings to text. Endpapers slightly browned, else very good in dustwrapper


Text in French. Book Condition: Near Fine. Dust Jacket Condition:

Very Good. This rare hardback copy is in excellent condition
with the DW having taken
the wear. There is an
inscription Frank Spedding 1969 neatly
written on the endpaper. It
is not price-clipped. Book Description:
Paperback. Book Condition: Collectible; Good.

Light wear on dust jacket,
some yellowing of pages. Slight
wear to cloth at inside
bottom edge. Near fine, in
a slightly soiled dust jacket
with a few nicks and
chips to edges. In both

paper and mylar jacket. Mylar
ripped in places. (Binding: Leather,
Jacket: Good). Tail of spine

a little bruised. Near fine
in near fine dustwrapper a

little rubbed at edges. In
mylar jacket. Jacket has tiny
bump to lower front corner.
Black cloth binding, lightly rubbed
at corners and spine edges,

front and rear free endpapers
darkened and signature on FFEP,
darkened at margins, otherwise Very

Good. Near fine in little
chipped dj. Cloth, in a

(price-clipped) dust wrapper. Fine in
publishers decorated wrappers. Book Condition:
Very Good. Dust Jacket Condition:
Very Good. Brown paper dj
with label mark on front

panel. Corners a little tender.
This oversized paperback has seen
some general shelf wear and

rubbing, cornerwear and discoloration. All
this mostly to the white

paperback wraps. This interior is
tight and clean and unmarked.
Stapled wrappers. FAIR COPY ONLY. Bit waterstained at edges and bit chipped ..scarce.. This book has been protected in a Brodart cover which has wear and chipping but has kept its book in VG condition. Attractively decorated cover and spine. Covers rubbed and darkened. Uncut and unopened. Some foxing. Covers
a little darkened. 3cm tear
to lower wrapper. Light foxing.
Staples rusted. The spine panel,
top edges of the front
and rear panels, and the
flap folds are considerably torn.

The tears average 4 cm.
x 3 cm. Book Description:

full leather richly decorated spine,
as new. Handsomely rebound in
3/4 black morocco and marbled paper boards, spine with gilt lettering, marbled endpapers, t.e.g., original wrappers and backstrip bound in, fine. Very good condition, with slight wear and dusting, minor browning & upper cover; plates are bright cover throughout. In a cloth & bound folder with wear along spine, with
slipcases. Very Good. Cloth hardback in dust jacket, large octavo, book nearly fine with minor soil to endpapers, jacket VG with light chipping to spine top, and heavier chipping to top inner corner of rear panel; printed on a variety of paper types and colors. Brown morocco, the sides gilt-tooled
with a central square and
corner ornaments, raised bands, red
goatskin doublures, gilt top, uncut,

original wrappers preserved. Brown morocco
drop-back box lined with ochre
goatskin, with raised bands, brown

morocco slipcase. The original two
card slipcases are worn, primarily

at the fore-edges, but sound.
The books are in fine,
uncut condition with original glassine
(some of which are torn.)
Ms facsimile, some browning to edges; a very good, large
copy, edges totally uncut, in later half cloth, the original

printed wrappers bound in. Original printed wrappers Several short tears at base of title-page repaired, otherwise a fine copy, preserved

in a morocco-backed board. A Fine set in custom box.
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Argentina

Hi guys
im looking for real mens!!
Im Jamie,
a sweet and cute girl ,
i´m from in san diego,california...
and im NEW IN TOWN
im 21...
i love to have fun and party a lot!
iM offering,
from full time escorting,
erotic massages
and more!!
good prices!!
Add me if you are interested on me!
Im looking for boys!!
please real boys!!
looking for american guys
in argentina!!
Australia

I build intimate relationships with my clients.
I love to travel, but also like meeting men right here in melbourne.
I’m looking to add just a few new men to my life.
I have a free live c a m in my apartment so come say hi if you like what you see.
Austria

Hi there,
tired from a long
business travel or
busy day?
Would you like to relax
in the arms of a
physiotherapist who will
give you a sexy massage
with happy end?
Provide sports massage,
head massage,
swedish massage and
french massage...
I am blonde,
swedish,
available on
monday 20th
afternoon and
evening...
and tuesday
afternoon
Bangladesh

Hi!
I am new to this
and my family is staying here
but they need money
to be able to go home
because my mom is sick
but anyway
is there a way like
i can sell myself
to a place
so they can get
all the money now
and i just work it off?
Belgium

For domination, roleplay, slave control
and much more
from soft fetish till Hard and Extreme
Call the mistress who has all the toys you like
Brazil

I like warm and relaxing atmosphere.
Do you wanna enjoy with me?

She will always create a pleasure situation,
is a well being companion,
and she is definitely a very good listener in conversation.
Canada

Hi Boys,
I am a hot exotic Indian woman.
Would you like to own a pair of my satin thong, my silk bikini or my lace panties?
For a small donation you can have what’s been between my legs filled with my sweet scent.
Chile

When we arrived at pais
new and ocultop
in the aim from the world,
we needed to feel like coways
and to alleviate the fatigue of
several flight hours.
I afresco you massages,
sex,
which you request
I can darte so that you obtain
sentirte like in house...
I am a warm woman,
a beautiful Chilean woman
escribeme...
I am going to be waiting for your
arrival
China

a very beautiful and sweet chinese girl,
174cm tall and perfect body.
24 years old.
speaks fluent English.
I offer all kinds of great massage and
great
full
service.
You will enjoy a very soothing,
relaxing,
exciting,
pleasurable massage!
I’m a highly skilled,
high class
and very sexy girl.
Colombia

Colombian
show their
bodies
from their
homes,
the most beautiful
women
Latino
web cams.
Costa Rica

mi nombre es
roxana,
tengo 23
años...
me gusta la
playa,
las
discotecas,
todo lo que
tenga que ver
con la diversion
los amo...
les mando
un beso y
los espero...
Czech Republic

Gentlemen,

Leticia is one of our most beautiful and special escorts. She is an excellent companion for dinner parties, the opera or any event. Leticia is very open-minded and loves being an escort. She is smart, sophisticated and sexy and will turn everybody's head!

This gorgeous escort is sure to please, she is in her mid-20s but looks a lot younger.
Denmark

Stunning Tyra, new in Copenhagen. Sweet and yammy.
Egypt

The most exciting companionship experience –
Meet your personal love coach
and transform your life forever.
Find out what makes
Kate experience
different than others
and visit her website -
Kate is travelling to
Cairo
soon.
Finland

foxy  sexy
actress  longing
class  bloom
hot  longing
actress  style
France

If you want to piss
and shake you on a
subdued female contact I
Sirs.
My Master rent me as
public urinal.
You can piss me above
where you will want
except in the mouth,
you stagger on me,
and to leave.
Germany

Are there any
nice clean berlin guys
who can give a clean sexy
massage
to an England speaking female
who now lives in berlin,
i am not into bi sexuals or weirdos
or people who have experimented a lot.
just a cool dude whos hot to
pleasure a female.
Great Britain

I am a beautiful, exotic, very SEXY lady who loves men, specially Americans...
If you are ready for some FUN!
you are generous and know how to treat a woman,
why not call me NOW?
Greece

If you have ever had a fantasy that you wish to indulge in, take permission tomorrow, and call Lady Domina. She has a special mobile number just for one day – exe enya enya pede pede enya pede enya efta octo – for all appointments. 1 Hour Fantasy Fetish treatment for 125avro and she will bring all the toys you wish and play all the secret games you wish. Start with a sticky oily massage between her massive breasts, followed by much more surprises.
Hungary

R U in need of a special encounter today?
WELL.......I
(KATIE)
am just sitting here,
waiting on
...Y—O—U....
to call & set up an appointment w/me for
——*a sensual massage(FULL..body)—gfe session
—fantasy—role playing...&...much-much-MORE!!!!!

Tell me what it takes to make u happy & satisfied!!!!!
I=CAN=PUT=A=SMILE=ON=YOUR=FACE NO B/S
...NO RUSHING,,, DURING
UR TIME,
u-get-it-how-u-want it!!!
India

I am female masseuse
who is interested in
performing freelance massage service
to the elite crowd
for a price.
I am married and I always meet anyone
along with my hubby
as he has a fascination to see me
touch other men.
reply me for more details and also
please be descriptive about yourself
Hey Sexy!
You checking out my ad?
Mmmm, I like that.
What are you looking for baby?
Could it be me?
A seductive temptress.
Someone Classy and Elegant.
Looking for a Tgirl in your town with that extra special “Girl-Toy” you’re looking for?
Then honey, you’re at the right ad!
Hot,
Feminine and
Versatile Lady here
that guarantees your satisfaction and enjoyment for hours on end.
Come discover me baby,
over and over again!
Let me satisfy you honey,
or you can satisfy me!
Mmmm, I’m waiting!
Let’s enjoy while I am here . . . .
Ireland

hey there... its collie.
let me know
if u have some time
for me this wknd.
i am an energetic blonde
with a pretty face,
nice legs, and very
smooth skin,
so come touch
if you'd like to...
i am willing to give you some
special attention,
so don't keep this girl
waiting.. ;)

ara shirinyan
Israel

SUPER HOT
RUSSIAN BLONDE
DOING
SUPER FRIENDLY &
UNRUSHED
OUTCALLS
SESSIONS
Italy

I am look one sugardaddy
who give me the best of the life
to be happy together,
exactly one prince
to go in one white beach
with a cup of champagne.
travell, ...
I am topmodel,
ironic and sensual
i can be for you
one lover and
you can trust me to enjoy and
satisfy every desires.
I like flying, arts,
classic music and shiatzu.
Japan

Hello there! I am a cute, lovely and 18 years-old Japanese girl. I am also, quite fluent in English, love to smile and to talk. During this autumn, I am thinking of giving sensual massages. For those who want more, I am also a very good dancer ;) if you are interested, please contact me. Prices, photo and details by mail. Don’t forget to give me a description of you as well!
Korea
You opened it.
Good luck.
At midnight tonight,
your true love will realize
they love you.
Something good will happen to you
from 1:00 to 4:20 tomorrow.
It could be anywhere.
Get ready for the biggest shock
of your life.
If you break the chain
you will be cursed with
relationship problems
for the next 12 years.
Post within the next 13 minutes
Karma: if there is someone you loved
or still do,
or cant get them
out of your mind
post this in another city.......
Karma
I pray I get him back
one day :)

I am offering
my worn panties
to generous men
who enjoy
the scent of a
sexy woman.
Worn just for you –
whatever color and
style,
however you like!
Includes photos/video
of me having naughty fun
in my
(your!)
panties!
Lebanon

Looking for Dating and intimate one’s only serious please correspond.
Malaysia

First time here
and test
looking for some one
with whom
we can exchange
everything ....
Mexico

¿Vienes en viaje de negocios?
Soy masajista, experta en la relajación muscular, mental y espiritual de aquellas personas estresadas por los viajes y los conflictos profesionales y emocionales. Guapa, natural, discreta, con estudios universitarios y musicales, puedo acudir a tu habitación en la ciudad de México.
Micronesia

Hello boys!
I am in the sexual prime
of my life.
My man must know
how to make things
good.
I get turned on when guys
smacked me
having sex.
Netherlands

The most exciting companionship experience – Meet your personal love coach and transform your life forever. Find out what makes Kate experience different than others and visit her website. Kate plans to return to Amsterdam from her travel in Asia, the end of November and stay in December. It is an unique opportunity to meet her in her home city!
New Zealand

Hello,
I am a 38 y/o handsome white male coming to NZ for a holiday in November. I will be in Christchurch on 11/10 and would love to spend some time with a beautiful local lady. I am very generous, fun and easy to be with. You should be under 35, in shape, pretty with a sexy figure. Please let me know if you are interested by replying with an accurate description of yourself and an accurate description.
Norway

Treat yourself to the ultimate full body massage available in the city!
I’m a tall slender blonde;
ny prices are great;
discreet midtown location.
No need to look any more.
Pakistan

Hi,
I am an very
open minded person.
Decent,
good looking,
handsome and
educated.
I am searching for some lady
who is interested in pegging
(other intimate activities are
also welcome).
I am never shy
of trying new things
so you can feel
really comfortable
asking me to do
just about
anything.
Get back to me if
interested.
I am d/d
clean.
Panama

hola papís ricos
me llamo slytongue,
si te sientes solo y
necesitas compañía
o algo más,
me puedes contactar.
ofresco mis servicios
para darte
compañía...
y complacerte en lo
que más
te guste.
si lo que necesitas
es que
te mime o
que solamente
te acompañe,
me puedes contactar...
solo busca mí y te
are gozar como
ninguna mujer lo ha
hecho jamás.
Peru

Young and pretty girl, loves to please a man, reasonable rates... call me..
Philippines

hi handsome :-)  
my name is  
rita  
if you are planning to  
go to manila or  
in manila  
id love to show you  
around my lovely city  
manila and  
be your naughty girl  
at night.  
i do this beacsue  
i want to help myself  
to buy my own  
simple  
computer .  
i am petite  
with long  
black  
hair and  
tan skin.  
if you help me  
ill make you a happy  
man :-)  
I like white males  
only.  
id love to  
hear from you!  
Kisses from my  
Lips!
Poland

This gorgeous escort is located in Slovakia and is available for international travel all over Europe. She is open-minded, super sexy and eager to please! You will have the time of your life with this elegant lady, whether you want to take her to a dinner party, the opera or just spend some romantic hours in…

Leticia is a model, she is a sophisticated companion for all functions, business or private, and she absolutely enjoys herself. She has a body to die for and knows just how to use it!
Portugal

Enjoy a professional, sensual massage at your hotel or at my studio in a quaint, historic Portuguese neighbourhood in central Lisbon. Come and relax for an hour or so...
Russia

If you are looking for a stylish, attractive, gorgeous woman to relax with, look no further. I enjoy meeting interesting and sensual gentlemen. I provide a memorable service, which is both erotic and passionate.
Singapore

The most exciting companionship experience –
Meet your personal love coach and transform your life forever.
Find out what makes Kate experience different than others and visit her website.
Kate is in Singapore this week.
An unique opportunity to meet her!
South Africa

international
highclass
close companion
cape town
south africa
world wide
Sweden

I’m a hot
Hollywood transsexual escort
visiting Stockholm, Sweden.
I’m tall
(6’6 or 2 meters) and
blonde
with legs that men
drool over
and women
envy...
I have a nice,
tight ass
that I work very hard on
to keep that
way.
I started out modeling and
doing escort work in
Hollywood and
LOVED it...
I’m very
very
dirty minded
and absolutely nothing
shocks me,
which my clientele loves.
I’m deeply into BDSM
and build
bondage furniture as well.
I love to tie men up and
be tied up,
spank you bad boys and
be spanked by
naughty men.
I have many
sexy pairs
of panties and bras
to dress up in,
lots of gorgeous outfits and
costumes
to play in...
I’ll dress you up with me
if you wish!
I love to practice my
deeptthroating
techique
on toys
to tease and
drive men
wild
as they imagine
what I could fit
down my
throat.... :-)
Switzerland

Bon massage
aux produits bio,
sur table,
douche
sur place.
Good deep
tissue massage,
on table,
shower
available.
Possibilité
formation le week
end avec
différents
intervenants
Taiwan

I’m 19 yrs, 
japanese 
school 
girl. 
I am here to 
study. 
I come from 
Japan. 
Need a 
relaxing and 
pleasurable break 
from your 
busy day?
Thailand

Sexy Girl
service you
*Thai traditional
massage
*Oil
massage
*Body
massage
*** and My
Full
Happy Massage ***
right in your
hotel or
private
room.
Turkey

hey istanbulans
and
horny expatriots;
I promise you a night
full of fun and
games and
fantasies and
more...
give it a try...
you wont regret,
i promise...;
will be in istanbul
until the end of november
2007..
sooo
let me blow
your
mind;)


United Arab Emirates

I am Kathy and
I am in Dubai.
I am the guardian of my
younger sister and
kind of
hard pressed for
money.
I need to sell or
rent something
to make money
but I do not know
how to go
about
doing it.
Vietnam

I will come to Hanoi in November.
I want a sexy girl to keep a smile on my face.
Please be between 18-30.
No fat girls please.
I’ll help you out if you can help me out :-)....
Your pic gets mine.